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.By Hans-Dietm· Eltrich, Amilcar Sernadas and C1•istina Sernadas 

Abstract: A semantic basis for object-oriented approaches is presented. It provides a 
mathematical model for objects, object types, and societies of interacting objects, includ
ing static and dynamic aspects. The model covers complex objects and object types, 
providing a deeper understanding of specialization, inheritance, generalization, aggrega
tion and interaction by object sharing, both in terms of structure and dynamics. The 
presented theory of object types draws some analogies from algebraic data type theory. 
Categories of objects and object types are defined. Both are shown to be cocomplete. 
Based on these results, structural relationsships as well as dynmnic interaction between 
objects are expressed in a uniform way. 

1. Introduction 

Data types are sets of data elements which "belang together" in the sense that the 
same operations apply. Thus, it is widely accepted to view a clata type as a set equipped 
with operations [20; 31 ]). A convenient mathematical model for a family of data 
types is a heterogeneaus algebra ([19; 18]). Issues of specification, correctness, para
meterization, modularization ancl implementation have been successfully clarified 
on this basis, ancl there are specification languages, design methodologies ancl clesign 
tools along these lines (see [12; 25] for recent textbooks). 

Objects and object types in the sense of object-oriented programming are less weil 
understood. A cohercnt thcory is still missing ([1]). The purpose of this paper is to 
make some basic suggestions towards developing such a theory, drawing some 
analogies from algebraic data type theory. There are some parallels to ideas in [15], 
but there are also fundamental differences. The basis of our approach to object 
dynamics are processes ([21]) which bear some relationship to w-languages ([30]), 
and we put special emphasis on object identity ([22]). 

Object-oriented programming began as early as 1967 with the simulation language 
SIMULA ([7]), but the breakthrough is usually attributed to Smalltalk-SO ([17]). 
According to this development, objects are highly dynamic entities. They are not 
just data. And they arenot just software modules with an interface of named operations 
and a hidden local state ([24 ]), although this aspect applies to objects, too. Butthereis 
more. Objects are organized into object types which display a sophisticated subtyping 
structure, tagether with an appropriate inheritance mechanism ([5]). Moreover, there 
is the whole world of o bject dynamics: o bjects may be created, changed and destroyed, 
and they may have an internal activity of their own. And, last but not least, there is 
some mechanism of communication between objects, e.g. by means of messages. 

1 ) Extended version of a lecture given at the 4th Workshop "Mathematical Aspects gf 
Computer Science", May 9-13, 1988 in Magdeburg, GDR. 

3 J. Inf. Process. Cybern. EIK 28 (1989) No. 1/2 
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Object-orientation has also entered the clatabase fielcl, but here the emphasis is 
more on structural aspects, especially comple:s: object structures. Object dynamics is 
largely neglected ([23: 6]). In fact, there is some confusion about terms; a system with 
complex objec:ts is not quite the same as an object-oriented system, although there are 
relationships. Object-oriented clatabases haYe attracted much interest ( ef. [23; 6; 27]), 
but there is little concern about theoretical foundations. The suggestions made in 
this paper specifically aim at providing a theoretical basis for object-orientecl clata
bases. 

In [29] and [28], we presentecl different aspects of an object-orientecl approach 
to the clesign and specification of information systems, covering both structural and 
dynamic aspects. For our specification language OBLOG uncler clevelopment, we 
take some care to provide formal specification methods and a rigorous mathematical 
semantics. Special aspects of object identification by database-like keys have been 
studied in [9] and [10]. 

In this paper, we present a mathematical moclel for objects, object types, and 
societies of interacting objects. The model covers comple:s: objects ancl object types, 
providiug a deeper unclerstanding of specialization, inheritance, generalization, 
aggregation and interaction, bothin terrns of object structure and object dynamics. 
Our theory of object types draws some analogies from algebraic data type theory. We 
define categories of objects and object types. Both are shown tobe cocomplete. Based 
on these results, we express structural relationships as well as dynamic interaction 
between objects in a uniform way. 

Our approach makes moderate use of a few category-theoretic notions. The reader 
may find it helpful to consult a te:s:tbook on category theory, for instance [2], [16] 
or [26]. 

2. Motivation and survey 

The mostprominent example of a data type is stack ([4]). As it happens, stack is 
also a good example to demonstrate some of the basic ideas about objects. As a data 
type, a stack with a set E of entries can be modellecl as a set S = E * of finite entry 
sequences, together with operations like empty:--. S, top: S--. E, push: S XE --. S, 
pop: S -> S, etc. with obvious meanings. It is well-known timt data types with 
a "hidclen" sort can be Yiewed as abstract machines ( [14 ]) . For a stack, the hicl.den 
sort is S representing the internal states, the operations push and pop represent state 
transitions, and top represents an output function. The constant empty represents the 
initial state. 

In an object-oriented view, a stack is not a type, but a single object instance. As an 
object, a stackalso has an internal state which can be changed and observed. So it can 
be modellecl as a state machine ([15]). Conceming the operations on objects, it is 
natural to adopt an imperative style and distinguish between events which change the 
state and attributes which associate observations with states. In contrast to the d.ata 
type view, we also have events for creating and destroying objects, moving them 
between sta tes of existence ancl nonexistence. For stacks, the events are create, push( e) 
for all e E E, pop and drop, and there is only one attribute top. 

The "internal activity" of an object is performed in terms of events, but single 
events in isolation do not tell too much. What matters is which sequences of events 
are allowed. Especially informative about an object's behaviour are its complete life 
cyeles, starting from nonexistence and either ending in nonexistence or running on 
foreYer. A valid life cycle for a stack is characterized as follows: it has to begin with 
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create ancl end, if ever, with drop, ancl each prefix of a life cycle has to have at most as 
many pop's and push's in order to avoid popping the empty stack. Life cycles can be 
infinite, corresponcling to nonterminating event sequences. A set of finite and in
finite sequences over an alphabet of events represents a proces.s ([21]). For the moment 
being, we concentrate on cleterministic processes. Formally, if X is a set of events, 
then xa = X* u xw denotes the set of streams over X. The finite sequences T E X* 
are called traces over X. The life cycles of an object are clenoted by A c X". 

Life cycles alone clo not teil everything about an object either. The behaviour of 
a stack is describecl satisfactorily if we describe what we can observe, depending on 
what happenecl to the stack before. The observations 1ve can make about a stack are 
the values of its top entry. The top value is determined by the finite sequence of 
events that happened so far. Formally, if we ha ve a set A of attributes ancl a set obs(A.) 
of observations over A (to be made precise below), the observable behaviour of an 
object is modelled by an attribute observation mapping a;:: X*-.- obs(A) associating 
observations with traces, in particular initial traces of life cycles. 

Summing up, our process-oriented model for objects consists of a set X of events, 
a set A of attributes, a set A C X" of life cycles, and an attribute observation mapping 
a;:: X* ----. obs(A). 

The attribute observation mapping has the typical structure of an inputfoutput 
function of a state machine with inputs X and outputs Y c obs(A). In fact, a state 
machine is appropriate for giving a more concrete description of attribute obser
vation, as mentioned above. Our process view, however, is more abstract and mathe
matically simpler, without losing essential information: from a process model, a cor
responding state machine can be derived in a canonical way by well-known automata
theoretic constructions. 

An object type is a collection of objects which "belong together", but in which 
sense? If all instances of an object type are dynamic and variable entities, some 
stable mechanism for referring to objects is badly needed. Thus, object identification 
is a crucial point for putting objects together in a type. Once we have an identification 
scheme, we need to know which object instance is associatecl with each identifier. 
Thus, the second crucial point for object typing is object instantiation. 

Object identification can be rather sophisticated. It is common use to proviele 
internal, system-generated "surrogates", e.g. natural numbers, for referring to 
objects, but we want semantically meaningful identification, and that is not always 
that simple. Not only may the identification system have an intricate structure, 
there may also be several identification systems at the same time (aliasing). 

Considering database-like identification by keys, for instance, persons may be 
identified by simple keys like social security number or name, address and birthdate. 
In some applications, however, it may be more convenient to identify persons by 
their name and their affiliation which is another object of a different type (object
valued keys). To make things more complex, persons may be identified by their name 
etc. and their father who is another object of the same type (recursive key). Even 
more complicated is an identification system for parts which may be atomic or 
composite, where atomic parts are identified by part numbers and composite objects 
are identified by the list of their components which are parts in turn (recursive, 
generalized and complex key). 

Instantiation of object types is based on object templates and qualification. An 
object template is like an object, from which individually named instances isomorphic 
to the template can be generated. For example, let a stack template be given by 
events X = { create, pop, ... } , attributes A = {top}, life cycles A as explained above, 
and attribute observation a;:: X* ----. obs(A). A stack instance with identifier s is 
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obtained as a "qualified copy" with events s.X = { s.create, s.pop, ... } , attributes 
s.A = {s.top}, life cycles s.A and attribute observation mapping s.rX defined in an 
obvious way. 

For elementary object types, there is just one object template from which all 
instances are isomorphic copies. For complex object types constructed from other 
object types, instantiation may involve more than one template. Basically, instan
tiation of a complex object type is determined by instantiation of its component types 
and by the way it is composed. 

Generally speaking, an object type is given by an identification scheme and an 
instantiation scheme. The intended semantics of the former is a universe of object 
"surrogates" with a set of "naming" operations defined on them. This is exactly what 
a data type is in the sense of algebraic data type theory! The identifiers are the terms, 
and aliasing can be accomplished by different terms evaluating to the same surrogate. 
The intended meaning of the instantiation scheme is to associate an object template 
with each object surrogate, describing that object instance obtained by qualifying 
the template with the surrogate. Formally, this is described by mapping the Surrogates 
in the universe to the object templates of the type. 

In object-oriented systems, object types are usually organized in type hierarchies, 
employing subtyping and inheritance. This way, specialization of object types can be 
expressed. For example, we may have an object type CAR with subtypes SPORTS
GAR, TURBO and DIESEL. The last two may ha ve a common subtype TURBO
DIESEL, giving rise to multiple inheritance. Subtyping can be static as in this ex
ample where, for instance, a diesei remains a diesei throughout each of its possible 
life cycles. Subtyping can also be dynamic where objects can enter and leave the 
population of a subtype, driven by corresponding events. An example for this is 
PATIENT in a hospital as a subtype of PERSON: each person may become a patient 
as a phase in hisjher life and (hopefully) leave that phase after a while. Such phases 
may occur repeatedly during a life cycle of an object. 

In a type hierarchy, an object can belong to several types. For example, a patient 
is a person at the same time. The usual way of looking at it isthat patients have all 
properties persons have, inheriting events and attributes from hisjher existence as 
a person. As a patient, however, hejshe may be subject to additional events and may 
have additional attributes, for instance those having to do with surgery, displaying 
a richer structure of life cycles and attribute observations. For reasons to become 
clearer later on, we prefer a dual view: a person "incorporates" all events and at
tributes of a patient as one of hisjher potentials. A patient, then, has only hisjher 
special events and attributes. In this sense, a patient is an aspect (or view) of a person. 
There are obvious compatibility requirements, called inheritance conditions here: 
the valid life cycles and observations of a person should "contain" allvalid life cycles 
and observations of hisjher existence as a patient. 

Another important relationship between objects is the "part-of" relationship 
between a composite object and its components. A car, for instance, consists of 
a chassis, an engine, etc. In a way, the events, attributes, life cycles and observations 
of its engine are "contained" in those of a car. An engine event "gives rise" to a car 
event, but it is not really one in itself. Similarly, an engine attribute is observable 
when looking at a car as a whole, but it is not a car attribute in itself. There are an
alogous compatibility conditions here: the life cycles and observations of a car should 
"contain" only valid life cycles and observations of its engine. There is a common 
formalism behind the "aspect-of" and "part-of" relationships, as we will see. 

Last but not least, objects must be able to communicate. Objects can only communi
cate if they have something in common, i.e. they share something. In databases, it 
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is quite common to employ a kind of attribute sharing by saying which attributes of 
which objects (e.g. tuples in the relational model) are "the same". In object-oriented 
systems, some form of event sharing is preferred since attribute sharing, i.e. shared 
variables, violates the locality principle of object encapsulation. Synchronous message 
passing (rendez-vous like) is one form of event sharing saying which send event is 
"the same" as which receive event. We favour a simple and powerful symmetric event 
sharing mechanism: any event may be shared by any number of objects. For example, 
buying a car is an event for a person, changing the set of cars hejshe owns, and it is 
an event for the car, changing its owner, among others. Attribute sharing and event 
sharing are shown in this paper to be just special cases of a general mechanism of 
object sharing. 

3. Objects 

An object is given by its sets of events, attributes, life cycles and observations. We 
first make precise what we mean by an observation. 

Let A be a set of attributes. Foreachattribute a E A, we assume a data type type(a) 
which determines the values a can have. Since object universes are also data types 
(see below), the case of object-valued attributes is included. Moreover, type(a) can be 
an arbitrarily complex type, so we also admit, among others, set-valued and list-valued 
attributes. 

Definition 3.1. An observation over A is a set of attribute-value pairs y = { (a1 : d1), 

... , (a,: d,)} where a; E A and d; E type(a;) for 1 < i < r. The set of obsenations over A 
is denoted by obs(A). 

An observation indicates values for some of the attributes. An attribute need not 
have a unique value, so it may appear more than once in an observation. Intuitively, 
this means that the attribute's value is not determined, it may be any of the associated 
values. If the attribute value is undefined, it does not appear. The empty observation 
thus expresses that all attributes are undefined. 

Definition 3.2. An object ob = (X, A, A, rx) consists of a set X of events, a finite 
set A of attributes, a set A c: X" of life cycles such that s E "1, and a total attribute 
observation mappingrx: X*- obs(A) such thatrx(e) = Ql. 

The empty life cycle e expresses that the object remains nonexistent, and that must 
be possible for any object. The observation of a nonexistent object is always empty. 
Actually, IX will only be needed for (finite) prefixes of life cycles, but assuming IX to be 
total simplifies matters. 

In a more detailed and concrete view, an object can be modelledas a state machine 
SM= (S, X, Y, o, ß, s0 ) where S, X and Y c: obs(A) are (possibly infinite) sets: the 
states, input alphabet and output alphabet. Since not every event may occur in 
every state, we assume the state transition function o: S X X --+ S to be partial. 
Alternatively, we could work with the canonical one-point completion, introducing 
a special "error" state. Since the notion of observation already covers undefined 
values, we assume the output function · ß: S - Y to be total. s0 E S denotes the 
initial state. Foratracer = x1x2 ••• Xn E X* and a state s ES, we say that r is defined 
at 8 iff O(O*(s, X1 •.. Xi-1), X;) is defined for each i, 1 < i < n. 0* denotes the usual 
extension of o to input sequences. 
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Definition 3.3. The set of life cycles A(SM) of a state machine SM is definecl by 

A(SM) = {). E X* I). is clefined at s0 and tl*(s0, ).) = s0 } 

u {J, E xw I for each prefix rr of },, n is defined at s0 } • 

This clefinition reflects the idea that s0 is the "state of non-existence" with which 
alllife cycles begin and all finite life cycles end. 

Definition 3.4. A state machine SM= (S, X, Y, o, ß, s0 ) is a realization of an 
object ob = (X, A, A, cx) iff Y c obs(A), A = A(SM), and cx(r) = ß(o*(s0 , r)) for each 
r E X* which is defined at s0• 

This way, a state machine with Y c ob.s(A) determines an object by its input; 
output function and the set of life cycles it "recognizes" according to Definition 3.3. 
In an abstract sense, it also works the other way round: for a given object, there may 
be many different realizations, but all of these are behaviourally equivalent. So well
known methocls of automata theory can be applied to construct a canonical state 
machine, for instance the minimal one, for a given object. \Ve do not go into further 
detail here. 

Now we make precise what it means that an object ob1 (e.g. a patient) is at the same 
time another object ob2 (e.g. a person) or, to put. it the other way round, ob1 is an 
"aspect of" ob2• Letobi = (Xi, Ai, Ai, cxi), i = 1, 2. 

Definition 3.5. ob1 is an aspect of ob2, formally ob1 c ob2, iff X 1 c X 2 ancl 
A1 C A 2, and the following inheritance condit·ions hold: 

1) A 1 < A 2 (life cycle inheritance), 
2) cxl(T t Xl) = cx2(r) t Al for each trace TE xt (observation inheritance). 

W e ha ve to explain notation. A1 < A2 means that, for each J.1 E A1, there is a }.2 E A2 
such that },1 < A2, which in turn means that all event occurrences of },1 appear in },2 , 

but possibly interspersecl with other events. t X 1 corresponds to the hiding operator 
(concealment) on processes and the restriction operator on traces ([21]). On streams, it 
is defined by s t xl = s, XT t xl = x(r t Xl) if X E Xv and XT t xl = T t xl otherwise. 
On life cycle sets, it is defined by A2 t xl = {At XII A E A2}. The analogaus Operation 
; A1 on observations y E obs(A2 ) is defined by y t A1 = { (a :d) E y I a E A1}. 

Motivations for the inheritance conditions have been given in the previous section. 
In more detail, life cycle inheritance expresses that each (possible) life cycle of ob
ject ob1 (e.g. a patient) should be contained in some (possible) life cycle of ob2 (e.g. 
a person), and observation inheritance says that any ob2 (person) trace, restricted to 
an ob1 (patient) trace by hiding the additional events, gives rise to the same obser
vations in ob1 and ob2 when only considering the attributes of obr This means that 
the additional (non-patient) events have no siele effects on the values of attributes in 
the aspect (patient). 

Here is the reason why we take the dual view of inheritance mentioned above: 
persons containing patients as an aspect. Disallowing siele effects of non-patient events 
on patient attributes is ok, but it would not reflect reality appropriately to ha Ye it the 
other way round, not allowing for patient events having side effects on person at.tributes 
in general. 

Formally, the "part-of" relationship between objects .is a generalization of the 
"aspect-of" relationship. The events ancl attributes of the components are not "the 
same", but "give rise to corresponding" events and attributes in the composed object. 
This is appropriately modellecl by mappings, including the special case of inclusions. 
This way, we obtain a morphism concept between objects (inst.ances). Let obi = 
= (Xi, A;, A;, IX;), i = l, 2. 
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Definition 3.6. An object rnorphisrn h: ob1 -+ ob2 is given by an event rnapping 
hx: xl -> x2 and an attrib1tte rnapping hA: Al -+ A2 with type(a) = type(hA(a)) for 
each a E Av such that the following genemlized inheritance conditions hold: 

(1) hx(A1 ) < A 2 

(generalized life cycle inheritance), 

(2) hx(r) = 12} hx(X1 )-+ hA(e<1 (r)) = e<2(Q) t hA(A1 ) for all TE Xi and all Q EX~ 
(generalized Observation inheritance). 

Here, hx is extended to life cycles by mapping them event by event along the 
sequence, and this is in turn extended to sets by taking the set of images. Similarly, 
hA is extended to observations by mapping attribute-value pairs (a:d) elementwise 
to (hA(a): cl). In the sequel, we will omit the subscripts X and A when no confusion 
can ariSe. 

This notion of object morphism is rather general. By admitting arbitrary event ancl 
attribute mappings, we can take cases into account where different events and 
attributes of apart are considered "the same" in the greater context of the composed 
object. 

Proposition and Definition 3.7. The class of all objects with their obJ'ect rnorphism. 
Jorrns ct category, called the categoTy OB of objects. D 

The proof is straightforward, so we omit it here. Composite objects are formed by 
putting objects together suchthat each of the latter is a "part-of" the former. Objects 
may have common parts, and objects with common parts may be composed again. 
This way, a rather involved part structure may arise. A useful categorial concept for 
studying this is that of a colimit. 

Thus, we are interested in the existence of colimits in OB. As a special case, we 
first study coproducts of two objects ("which corresponds to "disjoint union"). Let. 
ob; = (X;, A;, A;, e<i), i = 1, 2, be two objects. By + we denote disjoint union, i.e. 
coproducts in the category SET of sets and functions. For the ease of notation, we 
treat the corresponding injections as inclusions. Let x 1 + x 2 be defined by x1 + e<2(r) 
= e<1 (r} X 1 ) + e<2(r + X 2) for each r E (X1 + X 2) *.Let ob1 + ob2 = (X1 + X 2, A1 + A2 , 

A1 + A2, e< 1 + e<2). Clearly, the injections ob; -+ ob1 + ob2, i = 1, 2, defined by the 
respective injections of Xi in X 1 + X 2 ancl A.; in A1 + A2 , are morphisms in OB. 
Notationally, we also treated them as inclusions. 

Lemma 3.8. ob1 + ob2 with the injections ob; -> ob1 + ob2 is a copmduct in OB. 

Proof. For i = 1, 2, let h;: ob; -+ ob3 be any object morphisms to some object 
ob3 = (X3, A3, A3, e< 3). Let g: ob1 + ob2 -+ ob3 be given by the unique pair of functions 
g: X 1 + X 2 _. X 3 , g: A 1 + A2 ~ A3 such that g I X;= h; and g I A; = hi, respectively. 
Since hi(Ai) < A3 and .11 + A2 contains only life cycles in A 1 or A2, it is evident that 
g(A1 + A2 ) < A 3• This proves that g satisfies the generalized life cycle inheritance 
condition. In orcler to prove that g also satisfies the generalized observation inheritanee 
condition, let r E (X1 + X 2) * and e E X~ suchthat g(r) = e} g(X1 + X 2). Let r be an 
interleaving of Ti E xt, i = I, 2. Then we have C<a(e) J h;(Ai) = hiC<i(Ti), ancl conse
quently e<3(Q) t g(A1 + A 2 ) = ge<(r) where e< = x 1 + x 2• This proves that g is an object 
morphism which in turn proves the theorem. O 

The coproduct object ob1 + ob2 reflects the choice operator on processes ([:21 ]) . 
Along the same lines, based on coproducts in SET, we obtain the following general 
result. 
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Lemma 3.9. OB has coproducts. D 

It is well"kllOWll that a category has all colimits (is cocomplete) iff it has coproducts 
and coequalizers, so we llOW prove the followillg result. 

Lemma 3.10. OB has coequalizers. 

Proof. For i = 1, 2, let hi: ob1 ___, ob2 be two morphisms. Letobi = (X;, A;, Ai, 1Xi) 
for i = l, 2, ... Let g: ob2 ___, ob3 be determilled by the SET coequalizers Oll the evellt 
and attribute sets, coincidentally defiriillg X 3 and A 3• g is surjective on both sets. 
Let Aa = g(A2), and let IXa be givell by IXag(a) = (jiX2(a) for each a E x;r. Clearly, 
g is an object morphism. We show that g is the coequalizer of h1 and h2 in OB. 

Let f: ob2 ___, ob4 be any object morphism such thatfh1 = fh 2• Sillce g is a coequalizer 
in SET, on events as well as on attributes, there are unique mappings h: X 3 ___, X 4 and 
h: A 3 ___, A 4 such that f = hg. It remains to prove that h is an object morphism. 
Collcerning gelleralized life cycle inheritance, we have h(A3) = hg(A2) = f(.d2) < A 4• 

Concerning generalized observation inheritance, let n E xt, and let e E X~ such that 
h(g) = n ~ h(X3). Let a E X~ suchthat g(a) = g. Then we conclude 

h1X3(Q) = h~X3g(a) = 1UJ1X2(a) =f~X2 (a) = 1X4 (n) U(A2) = 1X4 (n) ~ hg(A2 ) 

= 1X4(n) ~ h(A3) • D 

Putting t.he last two lemmas together, we obtain the followillg result. 

Theorem :3.11. OBis cocomplete. O 

The basis for object aggregation in our model is the parallel composition of objects, 
appearing as interleaving of life cycles. Let Ai c Xf, i = 1, 2, and let 

.. :tl 11 /l2 = {i. E (XI + X2l" 1 J, t xl E Al "i. ~ x2 E L12} 

be the interleaving of A 1 and A2. 

Definition 3.12. The parallel composition of ob1 and ob2 is 

obl II oh2 = (Xl + X 2, A 1 + A2, A1 II .12, IX1 + 1X2) . 

The only difference between choice (coproduct) ob1 + ob2 and parallel composition 
obl II ob2 is in the set of life cycles. Evidently, for i = l, 2, the injections of xi into 
X 1 + X 2 and Ai into A 1 + A 2 define morphisms obi ___, ob1 II ob2 • Thus, there is 
a unique ll1011Jhism 

g: ob1 + ob2 ___, ob1 ll ob2 

where g is the identity on XI + x2 and Al + A2. In fact, we have Al + A2 ::::: Al II A2. 
Moreover, collsider the property 

This means that each life cycle in A' contains both a life cycle of A 1 and one of A2. 
This holds for .1' = A 1 + A 2 (remember the empty life cycle !) and for A' = A 1 I I A 2. 

Most illterestingly, parallel composition can be characterized by a sort of universal 
property: fixing the events, attributes and observation mapping as in ob1 + ob2 and 
ob1 ll ob2, the latter object has the maximal set of life cycles satisfyillg property (*) . 
.More precisely, if ob' = (X1 + X 2, A1 + A2, A', cx1 + ~X2 ) is ally object with A' satis
fying (*), we have A 1 + A 2 < A' < A 1 ll A 2, i.e. morphism g: ob1 + ob2 ___, ob1 ll ob2 

factorizes uniquely over ob' (with morphisms which are again identities Oll events alld 
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attributes). Intuitively speaking, there is a spectrum of objects ob' representing any 
degree of interlea ving, rauging between no interlea ving ( "' choice) on the left end and 
full interleaving ("' parallel composition) on the right end. 

Parallel composition can also be characterized by a sort of couniversal property. 
For A' = A 1 II A2, the following holds: 

( **) 

This means intuitively that any two life cycles from .!11 and .!12, respectively, are 
contained in some single life cycle in A'. If ob' = (X1 + X 2, A.1 + A2, A', <X1 + <X2) 

is any object such that A' satisfies property ( ** ), then we have A 1 II A 2 :< A', i.e. 
there is a unique morphism ob1 II ob2 ----. ob' (with identities on events and attributes). 

These characterizations can be generalized to non-disjoint parallel composition 

ob1 !I ob2 = (X1 u X 2, A1 u A 2 , A 1 ll.12;o.: 1 u <X 2), 

provided tha t o.:1 and <Xz are compatible. We will refer to this generalization in Section 5 
(Example 5.1), but \ve abstain from working out the details here. 

These results and constructions proviele the general framework for studying not 
only object aggregation, but also object interaction. In fact, these concepts are closely 
related: very generally speaking, to interact means to share something, and vice versa. 
We postpone the discussion of interaction by sharing to Section 5, where we also give 
an example to illustrate how this works. 

In the next section, we first introduce object types, including mechanisms of ag
gregating object types by aggregating the instances in a unifor'm way. 

4. Object types 

An object type is given by an identification scheme and an instantiation scheme. 
Our semantic model for the former is an algebraic data type U, called the universe of 
object Surrogates. It consists of a carrier set U and naming operations OP. The 
instantiation scheme is a mapping from object Surrogates to object templates. An 
object instance ofthat typeisapair consisting of an object surrogate and the template 
it is mapped to: the latter is qualified by the former. I,et OB be the class of objects in 
the category Oß. 

Definition 4.1. An object type OT = (U, w) consists of a universe U = (U, OP) 
of object surrogates U and naming operations OP, and an ·instantiation mapping w: 
U ----. OB. 

Example 4.2. An object type STACK of stacks might use natural numbers as 
stack Surrogates. The universe then consists of the set N = { 0, 1, 2, ... } of natural 
numbers. The constant 0: -. N and the successor function succ: N -. N may serYe 
as "naming" operations. Let stack = (X, A, A, o.:) be an object template displaying 
the structure and behaviour of stacks (cf. theinformal description at the beginning 
of Section 2). The instance mapping of STACK is then the constant mapping sending 
allnatural numbers to stack, w(n) = stack for all n E N. An instance of type STACK 
is given by a surrogate n E N and the template stack (cf. Example 4.5 belo'v for details). 

Piease note that a data type can be considered a special case of an object type 
where w sends each element d of the carrier to the empty (initial) object ( 0, 0, { s}, 
l!x. 0). This corresponds to viewing d as a constant with its value as surrogate. Data 
constants cannot be changed by events ancl cannot be observed via attributes. Objects 
in general are like variables. 
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We first study object identification in more detail. For describing universes, we 
have the well-developed theory of algebraic data types available. Especially, we take 
advantage of parameterized data types, also called data type constructors, for 
putting object t.ypes together ([3; 8; 11 ]), for instance 

l. products U = U1 X U2 with carrier U = U1 X U2, the naming opcration ( con
struction) (., .) : U1 X U2 __. U, and projections pr,: U __. Ui, i = I,:.!. 

2. coproducts u = ul + u2 with Carrier u = ul + U2, naming Operations (injec
tions) inj: ui -> u, i = I, 2, and particularization pcl: u -> ul u u2. 

3. sets u = set ul with Carrier u = Pfin ul (finite Subsets of Ul) and naming Operations 
like s: __. U, add: U X U1 __. U, etc. 

4. lists u = list ul with Carrier u = ut and naming Operations like e: -> U, append: 
U X 0\ __. U, etc. 

There is one peculiarity here that is not studiecl in classic algebraic data type 
theory, namely database-like identification by keys ([9; IO; 29]). We give a short 
account of the problem. Let U = ( U, OP) be a universe. 

Definit-ion 4.3. A key K of Uis a set K = {kv ... , kn} c OP of unary operations 
on U, ki: U ...... U, for i = I, ... , n, where Uv ... , U n are carriers of clata types, such 
that, for any two elements u, v E U, if ki(~t) = ki(v) for all i = I, ... , n, then u = v. 

For products, the projections form a key. For coproducts, particularization is a key. 
For sets U = PnnUv if there is a one-element. key {k: U1 ...... U2 } for Uv then its 
elementwise extension to sets k: U __. Pnn U2 is a key. Similarly, if U = Iist U1 and 
if there is a key { k: U1 __. U2 } for U1, then its elementwise extension to finite sequences 
k: U __. U"t is a key. 

By separating the range types of keys into proper clata types and universes for 
object types, and by giving a key as only operations for each universe sort in a (data 
and universe) signature, unique abstract universes can be specified. The standard 
model is characterized by general principles of data conservation, representability by 
data, distinguishability, and maximality [I3]). This shows the close relationship 
between identification by (non-updateable) keys and surrogate-based iclentification 
( cf. the discussion in [22]). 

Object instantiation w: U ...... OB is based on object templates and qualification. 
Let ob = (X, A, A, a) be an object template and let u E U be an object surrogate. 

Definition 4.4. The u-instance of ob is u.ob = (u.X, u.A, u.A, u.a) where u.X = 
= {u.x I x EX}, u.A = {u.a I a E A}, ~t.L1 = {u.x1 7t.x2 ... I x1x2 ... E A}, and u.a(1t.:r1 

... x.un) = a(x1 ... Xn)· 

Example 4.5. Referring to Example 4.2 aboYe, the n-instance of stack, n.stack 
for n E IN, has events n.create, n.push(e) for all entries e E E, n.pop and n.drop, and 
attribute n.top. The life cycles of n.stack are those of stack with every event qualified 
by n. After any finite prefix of an n.stack life cycle, its observation is that of the 
corresponding stack trace obtained b~, omitting qualification. 

For elementary object types (as in Example 4.2), the instantiation mapping will 
be a constant mapping associating the same object template with each surrogate, i.e. 
all instances are isomorphic copies of one fixed template. For com.plex object types, 
instantiation is more complicated: more than one template ean be used for instan
tiation, even for the same surrogate. The former case occurs with generalization (see 
below), ancl the latter case occnrs when "'e ha ve snbtypes. 
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If, for instance, PATIENT is a subtype of PERSON, then each patient is a specific 
person at the same time or, to be more precise, the former is an aspect of the latter. 
So they should have the same surrogate. In fact, assuming that every person may 
become a patient some time, the universes of PATIENT and PERSON should be 
equal. In general, however, we should take into account that not every surrogate 
of the supertype is in the subtype. As an example, consider DIESEL as a subtype of 
CAR. 

Let OT; = (Ut, w;), i = 1, 2, be two object types, Ui = (Ui, OPi). 

Definition 4.6. OTl isasubtype of OT2 iff ul c u2 ancl Oh(u) c üJ2(u) for each 
u E U1• 

Pieasenote that the naming operations are not involved in this clefinition: we do 
not require that subtype and supertype have the same identification scheme. It is 
obvious, however, that the inclusion of ul in u2 can be used as a key for ul' 

Generalizing this as in the object instance case, we obtain the following notion of 
morphism between object types. Let OT1 and OT2 be as above. 

Definition 4.7. An obJ'ect type rnorphisrn h: OT1 ---> OT2 consists o.f a mapping 
hu: U1 ___. U2 and a U1-indexed family of object morphisms 

hm = {hw(u.): w 1 (u) ---> w 2hu(u) I u E U1 } • 

Gonsielering U1 and U2 as discrete categories, we can view hu, w 1 ancl w2 as functors, 
and this way we can model an object type morphism as a natural transformation h: 
w1 -'-> w 2hu. However, since U1 has no morphisms, this is a rather uninteresting kind 
of natural transformation, so we prefer to stick to more elementary terminology. 

Proposition and Definition 4.8. The class oj all object types with their object 
type rnorphisms jorms a category, ca.lled the category OT oj object types. C 

Proving the category properties is easy. As with objects, an essential categorial 
concept for studying object types is to utilize colimits. On the instance level, object 
aggregation is expressed by parallel composition, which is somewhat related to co
products in OB. On the type level, we also have colimits in OT. Since SET and OB 
are cocomplete, the following theorem is evident. 

Theorem 4.9. OT is cocornplete. D 

We are ouly interested in coproducts so far, so we show how the coproduct OT = 
= (U, w) of two objects types OTi = (U;, w;), i = 1, 2, looks like: the universe is 
u = ul + u2, and instantiation (I) is given by w = Oh + (1)2. The injections are those 
of the universes, together with the identity morphisms for objects. 

Coproducts of object typesexpress generalization, for example LEGAL-PERSON 
=PERSON+ COMPANY. The surrogates of LEGAL-PERSON are gi>'en by the 
disjoint union of those of PERSON ancl COMPANY. Iclentification is providecl by the 
injections, and particularization gives a key. Each person or company instance is by 
itself a legal person instance, with the same events ancl attributes. Thus, in generalized 
types, more than one object template is used for instantiation. 

Very generally speaking, aggregation is describecl by a parameterized data type 
(or data type constructor) by which an aggregated universe can be built. The ag
gregated instances are then obtainecl by parallel composition, possibly involving 
sharing. If there is no sharing, the aggregated instances are built by disjoint inter
leaving. We discuss the most useful forms of aggregation: tupling ancl grouping by 
means of sets and 1ists. 
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The object type OT = OT1 X OT2 consists of the universe U = U1 X U2 and the 
instantiation mapping w(u1, u2) = w1(u1) II w2(u2). 

The object type OT = set OT1 can be defined as follows. For the universe, we have 
U = set U1 , and for instantiation, (v( V) is the parallel composition of all instances 
w1(u) for u E V c: U1 : a set object instance has all events and attributes of its member 
objects, and its life eycles are all interleavings of those of the members. 

The object type OT = list OT1 can be defined in a similar way. For the universe, 
we have U = list U1 , and for instantiation, w(L) is the parallel composition of all 
instances wl(u) for the elements u of list L over ul. Thus, Oll the instance level, there 
is no difference between sets and lists, the only difference is on the surrogate and 
identification level. 

Further examples can be constructed aggregating objects into bags (multisets), 
trees, etc. of objects. 

5. Object societies 

An object society is a - typically large - collection of objects which interaet in one 
way or another. In a very general sense, interaction means to share something. In 
our model, there are three kinds of entities that can be shared: events, attributes and 
(component) objects. Actually, event and attribute sharing are special cases of object 
sharing. 

A certain kind of attribute sharing is common in databases. For instance, in an 
order issued by a customer, the part ordered should be the same as the part shipped to 
the customer in fulfilling that order. In fact, attribute sharing is the basis for the 
natural join operation of relational databases, which in turn is the fundament of 
relational database design. 

In object-oriented systems, event sharing is usually given preference over attribute 
sharing. The latter means to share memory which contradicts the locality principle 
of object encapsulation. Event sharing is a general way to express synchronous 
communieation. It may appear in the specialform of synchronous message passing by 
sharing send and receive events. We favour a general and symmetric form of event 
sharing: any event may be shared between any number of objects. 

~Thichever sharing mechanism is adopted, the underlying mathematics is the same, 
namely that of object sharing, expressed by object morphisms and colimits in the 
category OB of objects. 

Pieasenote that a single event e can be viewed as an object ({e}, 0, {8},A.x.0), 
and a single attribute a can be viewed as an object ( 0, { a}, { 8}, A.x. 0)- Thus, object 
sharing generalizes event and attribute sharing and allows for mixed forms of both. 

The following cxample illustrates how object morphisms and colimits in OB express 
event sharing. Attribute sharing and general object sharing follow the same pattern. 

Example 5.1. Let STACK be the object type of Example 4.2. Suppose we want 
to "synchronize" the pop events of O.stack and l.stack, i.e. O.stack and l.stack should 
share their pop events (O.pop- l.pop). To this end, we define a new ("global") 
event pop0v also considered as an object pop01 = ( {pop01 }, 0, 8, A.x. 0). Event sharing 
is describecl by the pair of morphisms shown in Fig. 1. The colimit of these two 
morphisms (in this case a pushout) consists of an object glue-01-stack and two 
morphisms to it, q0 and q1 (see Fig. 2). Intuitively, glue-01-stack consists of separate 
copies of O.stack and l.stack, "glued" together at the pop event. In more detail, it 
has the following events (giving the eopies the same names): 
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Po pop01 -------+ O.stack 
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l.stack 
Fig. I 
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---------+ O.stack 
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Po: JlOPol ,_. O.pop 
P1: popu ,_. l.pop 

l.stack ----· • glue-01-stack -----+ O.stacklll.stack 
ql 

Fig. 2 

O.create, O.dmp, O.p1tsh(e) for alle E E, 
l.create, l.drop, l.push(e) for all e E E, and 
pop61 (a new event representing the shared pop event). 
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The attributes are O.top and l.top. The morphisms q0 and q1 send O.pop and l.pop, 
respectively, to pop{0 • All other events and the attributes are sent to themselves (or, 
rather, to their copies with the same names). The life cycles of glue-01-stack are all 
interleavings of life cycles of O.stack and l.stack with O.pop and l.pop replaced by 
popt1 wherever they occur. The observation mapping of glue-01-stack is obvious: 
O.push(e) and pop61 affect O.top, and l.push(e) and pop61 affect l.top. The parallel 
composition O.stack II l.stack with sharing can be characterized by the universal 
and couniversal properties outlined in the previous section,. appropriately generalized 
to the non-disjoint case (in the case at hand, we are dealing with a pushout instead 
of a coproduct). 

The right place to study object sharing is in the greater context of a composite 
object where components share components. For example, if the event of buying 
a car is shared by the car and its buyer, there should be an object like "car-market" 
or so, of which both the car and its buyer are components. 

This way, composite objects with shared components can be described. In the pre
vious section, we indicated how types of such objects can be created. Building an 
object society, however, works the other way round: it is an object instance con
structed from an object type by adding interaction information, employing the opera
tion of parallel composition. 

We explain this by an example. When specifying the object society of a trader's 
world, we first define the object type structure involved, say CLIENT, ORDER, 
DEPOT, PRODUCT, SUPPLIER, STOCK, etc. By generalization, we may consider 
all instances of all these types assembled together in one type, say TRADE. Adopting 
event sharing, we can now introduce global events as objects with morphisms to 
those local events that are to be shared. The object society trader's-world now is the 
composite object built as the parallel composition of all instances of TRADE with 
overlapping defined by means of a colimit of all objects and all event sharing mor
phisms. 
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6. Concluding remarks 

The theory of objects and object types outlined in this paper needs elaboration in 
several respects. Our goal is to develop a systematic methodology for object-oriented 
information system design, based on formal methods and a reliable theory. In this 
}}aper, we concentrate on semantic fundamentals, but semantics is only part of the 
theory needed. As a basis for specification, we need a logic calculus with a useful 
model theory and a consistent proof theory for proving properties like, for instance, 
correctness. 

For algebraic data types, we know a lot about equational specification, its semantics 
and proof theory. For attributes and their constraints, it seems advisable to employ 
more general first-order predicate calculus. For specifying life cyeles or observation 
sequences along life cycles, some sort of temporal or process logic is required. When 
considering the state machine moclel, the appropriate logic is some sort of clynamic 
or algorithmic logic. For covering all aspects of objects, object types and object 
societies, a useful selection of these calculi has to be put together. 

Following the pattern of algebraic data type specification, we envisage abstract 
object t.ypes, i.e. isomorphism or some sort of equivalence classes of object types, as 
algebraic semantics of object type specification, parameterized specification and its 
algebraic semantics in terms of functors, and an algebraic notion of implementation, 
i.e. refining objects over objects. And we envisage an operational semantics in terms 
of deduction or replacement systems which can serve as a basis for early prototyping. 
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Ktu·zfassung 

Es wird eine semantische Grundlage für objekt-orientierte Ansätze besehrieben. Hierzu 
wird ein mathematisches Modell für Objekte, Objekttypen und Mengen nüteinander 
kommunizierender Objekte angegeben, das sowohl statische als auch dynamische Aspekte 
;1bdeckt. Das Modell behandelt auch komplexe Objekte und Objekttypen und ermöglicht 
ein tieferes Verständnis für Spezialisierung, Vererbung, Generalisierung, Aggregation und 
Kommunikation durch "object sharing", d. h. gemeinsame Unterobjekte, wobei sowohl 
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die Struktur als auch die Dynamik berücksichtigt werden. Unsere Theorie der Objekte und 
Objekttypen verwendet einige Analogien aus der algebraischen Theorie der Datentypen. 
\Vir definieren Kategorien von Objekten und Objekttypen. Beide werden als kovoll
ständig nachgewiesen. Auf der Grundlage dieser Ergebnisse lassen sich strukturelle Be
ziehungen zwischen Objekten ebenso wie dynamische gegenseitige Beeinflussung von Ob
jekten einheitlieh darstellen. 

PeawMe 

OnncaHa Hei~oTopaH ceMaHTnqecHaH ocuoBa o6oei~THO-opHenTnpoBaHHhiX nonxop;oB, 
)J;JHI iJTOrO npep;JiomeHa MaTeMaTII'IecRaH IIIO)I;CJih OO'bCRTOB, TllllOB OO'bcHTOB li MHO
meCTB Memp;y COOOH l\OMMYHIIUIIpyiOIUIIX OO'bCl\TOB, KOTOpaR yqHThiBaeT KaR CTaTII'IeCitUe 
TaR n )I;IIHaJ\mqecHne acneRThi. 

Mo;o;eJib nanpaBJiena Ha KOIIHIJieKonbie o6oeKTbi u THnbr o6oeJ<TOB n cnoco6cTByeT 
6oJiee ITOJIHOMy nOHIIMaunro cneunaJrnaaunn, nacJrep;cTBennocTn, o6o6u~ennH, arperauun 
li KOMMYHHitaUHll CITOCOOOM , ,)l;eJieHHH OO'beHTOB '', T. e. CITOCOOOM COBMeCTHbiX llO)J;OO'bCR
TOB. llpn aTOM Y'IHTbiBaeTCH HaR CTPYKTypa TaRn )I;IIHaMnKa. B Harnen Teopnn o6oeHTOB 
II TIIITOB o6oeHTOB IIMeiOT MecTo neiWTOpble anaJiornn c aJire6pan•recHoii Teopneii TIUIOB 
p;aHHbiX. 

Mbi onpep;eJIReM naTeropnu o6oeitTOB n Tnuon o6oeKTOB. 0Ka3hiBaeTca, qTo o6e 
HBJIHIOTCH HO-llOJIHhlMH. 

Ha ocHose 3THX pesyJibTaToB MOlliHO npe]];cTaBnTb e):(HHbiM o6paaoM HaR cTpyRTypHhie 
OTHOIIIeHIIH Memp;y OO'bci\TaMH TaH li )l;liHaMHqecKoe BJIHHHlle OO'DCI\:TOB Apyr Ha )lpyra. 
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